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From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
5/28/2002 5:18 PM
Hiss from PI?
The Verberator is coming along nicely (the chassis/circuit is assembled and the cabinet is almost done - let's hear
it for long weekends), but it's got a serious amount of hiss when I run it without a lot of NFB. Since increasing the
NFB does reduce the hiss, I figure that means the hiss originates in the PI or EL84s.
What I don't get is that similar circuits (Vox AC15 & Matchless Spitfire) don't have any NFB and seem to get away
with it. So the question is: what's the source of the hissing? All except my 5 & 10W resistors are metal, and the
layout is pretty compact in that area. Any ideas?
The schematic is here: http://home.pacbell.net/logimark/VerberatorRevA.pdf
Thanks,
Mark
From:
Date:
Subject:
jose
5/29/2002 12:24 AM
Re: Hiss from PI?
Hi
As increasing NFB reduces gain maybe that makes the hiss less audible (is this an english word, not sure :( ).
Try pulling one preamp tube at a time with the amp on (don't let them get very hot) starting with the first to see
which is the cause.
Jose
From:
Date:
Subject:
ChrisW ([email protected])
5/29/2002 7:28 PM
Re: Hiss from PI?
Hi Mark
Some options :
-put a 47p - 220p cap across the PI plates
-check your pre-amp for gain-issues ( gotto have a look on that later on )
Good luck !!!
Chris
From:
Date:
Subject:
Doc ([email protected])
5/30/2002 6:40 PM
Re: Hiss from PI?
Hiss can be generated by plate & cathode resistors. Use higher wattage types than required for lower noise.
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From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
5/31/2002 12:00 AM
Re: Hiss from PI?
Thanks, guys - I'll try all those ideas tonite if I can.
I've also seen pretty severe 120Hz spike action on the scope, so I'm going to try some of those fast UF4007
diodes as soon as I can pick them up, too. I'm even wondering if that's my main problem...
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
5/31/2002 4:59 PM
Not the PI after all...
Don't know why I didn't think of this a lot sooner, but it's as quiet as can be with the input to the PI grounded, so
I've started backing out toward the front end. I'm guessing I'm just gonna have to shield a lot more of the signal
path...
From:
Date:
Subject:
kg ([email protected])
5/31/2002 8:32 PM
Re: Not the PI after all...
both channels?
shielding isn't going to help much with hiss.
ken
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
5/31/2002 9:39 PM
Re: Not the PI after all...
both channels?
Not sure what you mean, Ken. If you're talking about the two input stage tubes, the hiss doesn't change much
when they're turned all the way down. I'll have to try grounding the input to the next stage to be sure, though. That
area's been revised, by the way: http://home.pacbell.net/logimark/VerberatorRevB.pdf
Bypassing the reverb section didn't seen to make a whole lot of difference, either, so I'm now assuming it's coming
from one of the stages on either side of the tone stack (can the stack itself be a source of noise?)...
I thought shielding was more for hum, but was figuring it couldn't hurt (not that I want to go to all that trouble!).
From:
Date:
Subject:
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kg's dead on - shielding is not likely to do much for hiss.
There are two kinds of hiss - thermal noise from a resistor or active part amplified up, and a kind of very
aggressive sounding hiss that comes from RF oscillation. The RF stuff is pretty rare, and that's the only kind
shielding will work on.
Thermal noise is generally a front end problem, as the signal at the inputs is amplified most. A bad carbon comp
plate resistor in the first stage can add worlds of hiss. Likewise, a hissy resistor in a reverb recovery stage has lots
of gain behind it to hiss.
Solder joints can hiss if they're bad. One thing that is often worth doing is to just remelt every joint making sure
they're clean and solid.
R.G.
From:
Date:
Subject:
MBSetzer ([email protected])
5/31/2002 10:07 PM
Re: Hiss from PI?
the PI (or any stage) still could be a problem if it is oscillating mostly in the ultrasonic range with some audible
component or lower harmonics detected as hiss. Sometimes this kind of oscillation will be naturally killed by
grounding the input grid, this could be deceiving if it leads you to no longer suspect the PI when it is still giving
problems.
To further test you could instead remove the next tube which supplies signal to the grid of the PI, while leaving the
PI grid untouched this time. Then you would simply be checking your whole amp but from just the PI onward, and
it is more like it is during actual operating conditions. If this part of the amp checks out, then you could continue
towards the input triode, but still if it is oscillation it might not appear until all the tubes are actively applying their
gains, even though just one minor change could cure the problem. And it might be possible to cure by making only
one of a number of possible changes to any of the stages in some situations.
now looking at your drawings, out of habit I would use 2K minimums for R60, 61, & 62 for better isolation betwen
preamp stages. This may not have anything to do with your present hiss though.
The preamp switching seems perfectly logical, but switching grids on input tubes seems to be way more
headaches than anticipated for me. There's just something about having an astonishingly good ground reference
for each grid at all times (even if its through 1megohm or more, solder quality and ground point selection are
critical) that can make all the difference. Not only that, but remember when the channel is in use it is like a guitar
plugged into a regular single-channel amp, there is a much easier DC path from grid to ground through the pickup
windings than there is when the guitar is unplugged from the jack and a whole megohm is there. I would probably
change your present 1megohms at the switch to zero ohms as a slight modification. Since the outputs of your first
12AX7 & EF86 will always be amplified by the downstream cicuitry, might as well totally ground the unused input
so it won't be as high impedance of an input, then it will be less susceptible to picking up stray signals of any
frequency.
If the wiring on the switching is as complex as it appears on paper, it might need to consist of all shielded cable, or
maybe just first try adding a 1megohm from each input grid socket pin to the cathode resistor ground of that
cathode. If this is a case where minor high frequency stray signals are being picked up somewhere halfway
through your audio circuit or later and amplified by the following stages, it might be otherwise harmless levels of
gain except if the high-current output section has wires running too close to the input of the amp, or if the input is
acting as too effective a receiver and sending the already-boosted highs through the whole amp again as
oscillatory feedback. This might be prevented by adding a small cap from the grid to ground so that frequencies
far enough beyond the audible range can be provided a more direct path to ground than they have into the girid.
Any or all of your grids may benefit depnding on the amount of gain and layout, for your circuit I would suggest
100 to 150pf of silver mica, the ground point is as important as for the grid leak resistor which it parallels but the
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grid end should be soldered directly on the socket with the grid leak & the grid stopper to improve your chances of
doing without shielded wire.
The grid where the tone bypass switch comes in could be almost as sensitive as the main inputs, I assume that
megohm is already soldered directly onto the socket, but anytime there are wires running to a switch (or pot) I
usually shield them.
If you just want to easily try some RF snubbing caps on your grids, I take a small ceramic cap about 0.002uf and
clip one terminal to an alligator lead which is grounded well. Then I carefully touch the open terminal to the
different grids to see which grid is receiving ultrasonics that can be quenched.
When it silences just like it did when you grounded the PI, that would be the grid to see if 150pf will be adequate
when it is soldered in ideally. If you increase the pf too much on any one grid you will lose audible highs, so if
150pf is not enough I prefer to add similar small caps to earlier grids to filter each stage cumulatively rather than
allow them to remain radio frequency amplifiers in cascade. If you go too far and apply more pf than necessary,
and the cap is not the highest quality, you run the risk of repeating the SF Fender mistake where they can become
tone sucking caps. If you know tone you can just use your own judgement and not fear that you have added a
tone sucking cap unless you can hear it suck ;)
Anyway, most likely it's not your PI alone and it might not be contributing significantly, these are just some of the
ideas I got from looking at your drawings this time. The hiss may not have anything to do with oscillation but these
are some of my considerations.
Hope this helps but I do prefer to look at this kind of thing on a scope,
Mike
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
5/31/2002 10:50 PM
Re: Hiss from PI?
Wow, Mike, that's a lot to digest!
As noted in my most recent post, I've already changed the input switches to ground the grids directly when off
(see http://home.pacbell.net/logimark/VerberatorRevB.pdf). The switching is actually quite simply laid out, and all
very close together. I also added 1M below each of the gain pots to eliminate the undesirable aspects of the way
they interact (i.e., if one pot was all the way down the next grid was grounded - even when that channel was off!).
I should have time tonight or tomorrow to try out those suggestions, and I certainly will. Am I reading you wrong or
were you implying that you might approach the problem differently with a scope? I do have one, so I'd appreciate
any info on scope-specific tips & techniques, too...
Thanks!
Mark
From:
Date:
Subject:
Wild Bill ([email protected])
6/1/2002 5:55 PM
Re: Hiss from PI?
In case some don't already know, if you pick up any year's issue of the ham radio ARRL Radio Amateurs'
Handbook you will not only find tons of great electronic theory and construction tips but also a "reactance chart".
This is a chart that lets you instantly see the value of any value of cap or inductor at frequencies from audio to rf. I
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often refer to it for bypassing choices. A .001 uf cap might look like a low resistance value for an AM radio station
but act like a 100k resistor in the middle of the treble range. Then I look at my circuit and see if putting a 100k path
to ground for my highs would be a problem, keeping in mind that as the frequency increases the apparent
"resistor" value gets even lower. Obviously if it's across a 1meg volume pot this would be too much of a treble
short but in a pedal circuit with much lower impedances amongst the transistors it might be ok. For a tube grid I
might choose 100 pf instead.
This can be a great help! I find it makes more sense if I can think of a cap as a resistor at a certain frequency
when adjusting tone or bypassing oscillations.
HTH
---Wild Bill
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
6/2/2002 4:09 AM
Too much gain!
That's a great chart, Bill! I've got a copy of the 1975 edition on loan from my brother but I hadn't gotten around to
reading it, yet. I'm gonna have to scan that and post it somewhere. Maybe blow up a copy for my wall here, too.
As for the Verberator, it turns out I was way off as regards the amount of gain and how much would be lost to the
tone stack, etc., and I had also somehow used a 1M on one of the 12AX7 cathodes, which naturally f***ed things
up pretty royally. I'm now working on tweaking it into shape with the second stage eliminated. The hiss is down to
an acceptably low level, so now I'm working on hum - it's not horrible, just more than I'd like for a studio amp...
Thanks to all, and I'll post more when I think it's worth bragging about. ;)
From:
Date:
Subject:
ChrisW ([email protected])
6/3/2002 2:54 PM
Re: Too much gain!
Hi Mark
Did have a look at the rev.a schematic a couple of moments ago ..... yep that input-switching circuit can add a lot
of noise . Did wanna make a "clever" input-switching-circuit on my 5E3 a like amp but it turned out very "dumb"
a.k.a. noisy :)
Hardwire both inputs ( two gridstoppers and one gridleak resistor ) and just switch after the stages .
Have fun ( and less noise ) ! :)
Chris
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
6/3/2002 7:43 PM
Modified switching scheme
Hardwire both inputs ( two gridstoppers and one gridleak resistor ) and just switch after the stages.
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I think you've got something there. The only purpose of the switches is to be able to independently defeat either
tube (i.e., I still want to be able to use both), so switching after the pots should work just as well.
Question: Which is better, switching between the wipers and nothing or between the wipers and a 1M (or ?) to
ground? The common on each of the two switches would now be directly feeding the tone stack, since V6B has
been taken out of the circuit.
And one more: Just a reality check, but by "gridleak resistor" do you mean the 1M to ground that's on the input
jacks?
From:
Date:
Subject:
ChrisW ([email protected])
6/4/2002 12:03 PM
Re: Modified switching scheme
Hi Mark
You got mail . I don't like switchable grids that don't have a resitor to ground after the switch , you could use , let's
say a 22M resistor if you don't want extra loading . Just did redraw a schematic for you with some kind of
switchable plexi/bassman-style-MIX-circuit , hope you can use it .
"but by "gridleak resistor" do you mean the 1M to ground that's on the input jacks?"
Yep , hope it's the correct name for that :) .
If you do get too much noise from the reverb-recovery-stage I suggest changing the cathode resistor to 1k5 ( if you
do seperate the cathodes in a stock AB763 reverb cicuit with the shared 820 ohms cathode resistor you "should"
change that to 1640 so a 1k5 IRL ) . This will lower the gain/hiss somewhat .
Let us know how !
Chris
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mark Lavelle ([email protected])
6/4/2002 7:41 PM
Re: Modified switching scheme
Thanks, Chris - now you've got email, too.
The reverb section didn't seem to be contributing much noise, but I've got the tank disconnected while I work on
the other parts. We'll see.
More news as it happens...
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